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As I write this introductory note for our Q2 market report, I’m sitting in our brand-new board-
room at Oeno House following our official public opening on July 13th. A lot of hard work has 
gone into creating Oeno’s first fine wine boutique and bar in London’s historic Royal Exchange 
over the past few months. Thanks to the whole Oeno team we’ve been able to put together a 
star-studded list which includes many of the world’s most sought-after and rarest wines. 

As well as purchasing wines in the boutique, guests can choose from our by-the-glass list or 
enjoy one of our fine bottles on our alfresco terrace for a modest corkage fee. Our friendly 
team is always on hand to help you choose a bottle to drink now or to add to your cellar for 
investment purposes or future enjoyment.

LUISA MARTINELLO, OENO HOUSE GENERAL MANAGER

WELCOME
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Over the past quarter we’ve also seen the gradual reopening of the wider hospitality indus-
try. Restaurants and bars started to reopen their outside spaces in April, with many finding 
themselves fully-booked and able to recoup a small amount of their losses over the past year 
or so. The bigger reopening in May brought even more opportunities for the trade and we 
are optimistic for a strong recovery across the remainder of the year, dependent of course on 
COVID-19 restrictions. 

As well as a fresh start for the hospitality industry this truly is a new era for Oeno. I can’t wait 
to personally welcome you to Oeno House for a personal tour and a glass of Champagne on 
our terrace. 
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OVERVIEW 
Globally share prices keep on surging on the back of positive vaccine news, but the markets 
remain extremely volatile. Many analysts predict perhaps not a full-on crash, but certainly a 
correction in the markets. Over in the US the Dow Jones, the S&P 500, and the Nasdaq seen 
turbulence in the last few weeks following news of President Biden’s proposed capital gains tax. 
In the U.K. things might look rosier with the FTSE 100 returning to its highest point since the 
start of a Covid-19 crash, but concerns over inflation and lockdown restrictions being delayed 
are making investors increasingly jittery. 

Since traditional asset classes have been increasingly volatile and aligned in their performance, 
we’re seeing greater numbers of investors trying to balance their portfolios with alternative as-
sets. The key fine wine indexes continue to show impressive stability with YTD gains up 4-6% 
with all indexes recording growth through the past year.

DANIEL WALKER,  HEAD OF INVESTMENT 

FINE WINE MARKET PERFORMANCE Q2 2021
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The Liv-ex Fine Wine 100 has continued to climb and is up 5.9% year-to-date, while the Li-vex 
Fine wine 1000 showed similar robust growth at 5.47%. Consistent longer-term performance 
makes an even stronger case for using this alternative asset as a hedge, with the Liv-ex 1000 
showing 42.22% growth over the past 5 years.

Looking in greater detail at the Liv-ex 1000 on the graph below, there are clear indications that 
the fine wine market has recovered quickly and strongly from the worst of COVID-19 pandemic. 
At the end of 2020 the index hit a record high indicating that the appetite for fine wines from 
investors, even alongside the burgeoning stock market over recent months, continues to grow. 

LIV EX 1000 INDEX ALL TIME
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TOP PERFORMERS
The top performers for this quarter are dominated by Bordeaux and Champagne along with 
the legendary Screaming Eagle from California. Interest in the 2008 vintage for Champagne 
is strong among collectors, while significant gains have been made by two of Bordeaux’s so-
called “Super Seconds” which rank below the First Growths but still enjoy tremendous power 
and popularity in the market.

 WINE VINTAGE REGION 1-MONTH GROWTH

Louis Roederer, Cristal 2008 Champagne 6.50%

Screaming Eagle, Cabernet Sauvignon 2015 USA 6.20%

Armand Rousseau Chambertin 2015 Burgundy 6.00%

Chateau Léoville Poyferré 2010 Bordeaux 5.80%

Chateau Pontet-Canet 2009 Bordeaux 4.70%

Moet & Chandon, Dom Perignon 2008 Champagne 4.30%
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BORDEAUX
As the most important region and largest producer of investment-grade wines, it’s worth tak-
ing a deeper dive into Bordeaux to better understand the movements of the wider market. 
The Liv-ex Fine Wine 50 Index tracks the daily price movement of the most heavily traded 
commodities in the fine wine market – the Bordeaux First Growths. So far growth throughout 
2021 has been strong:
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The Liv-Ex Bordeaux 500 has also shown good growth through 2021 (see graph below). Due to 
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic it’s been a slow mover over a one year period, having 
risen 7.93%. This is a slight outperformance of the Burgundy 100 (7.8%), but Champagne, Italy 
and the Rhône all showed stronger growth over the same period. 
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BORDEAUX EN PRIMEUR 2020
Q2 also saw the En Primeur 2020 campaign for Bordeaux, a release that had journalists and 
industry insiders on the edge of their seats after the highly-disrupted campaign of last year. In 
2020 we saw traders being drawn back to En Primeur by the competitive pricing, and for the 
first time in many years a strong secondary market developed.  

Current reports suggest that 2020 will be another strong performer despite the strange events 
and stark challenges of the past year. Neal Martin is calling “2020 is an excellent vintage” and 
notes that “generally 2020 does form the third in a trilogy of great vintages after 2018 and 
2019”. It’s worth also noting that the 2020 vintage was one of the lowest-yielding vintages in 
the last decade.
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BORDEAUX 2019- BIGGEST RISERS AND FALLERS SINCE RELEASE

According to the key wine critics these are some of the wines to watch:

> ST ESTEPHE: CHATEAU PHELAN SEGUR 2020

> PAUILLAC: CHATEAU LAFITE ROTHSCHILD 2020 & CHATEAU MOUTON ROTHSCHILD 2020

> ST JULIEN: CHATEAU LEOVILLE BARTON 2020
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Meanwhile, Lisa Perroti-Brown of Wine Advocate says “2020 is an irregular vintage … the 
peaks of quality far exceed 2017 and are right up there with 2018 and 2019. Therefore, for 
some areas and terroirs, this is absolutely the third outstanding vintage in this trio.”

The high-tech advisory service Saturnalia that uses satellite data to analyse vineyards picked 
out Pessac-Léognan, St Emilion and Pomerol as its top-performing appellations, with half of 
the top-rated 10 wines (in their estimation) likely to be from Pomerol.

KEY TRENDS WITH BORDEAUX 2020 
> This is a vintage that favours the Right Bank.

>  Lower supply.  
– Up to 25% reduction particularly on the Left Bank.  
– 2020’s final yield of 440m litres is about 10% lower  
   than the two years that preceded it. 
– High temperatures in the growing season affected volumes,  
   making the 2020 crop smaller than 10-year average.

>  St Emilion’s plateau and vineyards with limestone  
and clay-based soils had a distinct advantage. 

>  Medoc produced some “shockingly great wines in 2020”.  
Across the appellation the vintage is characterised by lower alcohol levels,  
some below 13%, and relatively high PH’s.
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KEY WINE MARKET TRENDS
MARKET BROADENING CONTINUES
Last quarter we highlighted the broadening of the market which continues to place fine wine 
in a strong position. The global fine wine market is today characterised by previously unseen 
levels of diversity.

Bordeaux currently accounts for 39.6% of trade on Liv-ex this year, down from 42% in 2020. 
Beyond Bordeaux, several regions have enjoyed a cracking first half of the year. While all Liv-
ex indices are up (to the end of June), the Burgundy 150 index leads the pack with 8% growth 
(YTD), followed by the Rhône 100 (+6.1%), the Rest of the World 60 (+5.77%) and the Cham-
pagne 50 (+5.57%).
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RISING ALCOHOL LEVELS OVER 30 YEARS
As of 2020, Liv-ex began recording alcohol by volume (ABV) values for wines. To date they 
have recorded the alcohol levels of 35,000 wines, with nearly 20,000 of these verified by ware-
house teams. 

Based on analysis of a large number of these wines, the data revealed that red wines from 
California, Piedmont and Tuscany have seen significant increases in ABV from the 1990s to 
the 2000s, followed by a levelling off in the 21st century. The ABV of Bordeaux wines have 
continued to climb, while Burgundy is the only of the five regions to show little movement.

CURRENCY
As mentioned above, market sentiment towards Bordeaux is showing signs of recovery, but 
it is tentative and the fluctuating currency prices will be key to getting pricing for all markets 
right. While Sterling’s recent strength gives some positive opportunities, the Dollar’s weakness 
does the opposite.

In March 2021, the European Union and the United States announced the mutual four-month 
suspension of tariffs related to the World Trade Organization (WTO) Aircraft disputes, in-
cluding those on select European wines.  As a result Italian wines, particularly Super Tuscans, 
performed well, while Bordeaux sales to the USA market fell 30%. Now that tariffs are sus-
pended, we expect a return to more normal buying patterns from US buyers. 
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ONLINE SALES BOOM IN USA
Despite the US and EU tariff dispute, the appetite of US-based buyers for fine wines continues 
to grow. Overall the slowdown due to tariff wars has reversed fairly quickly, and the country 
seems to be back on track for strong and sustained growth in coming years. Looking at the 
longer-term story, back in 2011 less than 1% of wine sold on Liv-ex went to American buyers, 
while today around 30% of buying is coming from businesses in the USA. This makes it the 
second largest buyer on Liv-ex after the UK. 

Over the same period, demand for US wine has been rising and now accounts for over 8% of 
trade by value.
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BORDEAUX
The second quarter of 2021 was dominated by the Bordeaux 2020 En Primeur Campaign 
which started in the early part of May and continued on until the third week of June. It was 
an unusual, slow campaign with quantities on offer down 20-30% compared with the 2019 
vintage releases in 2020.

FRANCE, CHINA, LEBANON & SOUTH AFRICA > OLIVIER GASSELIN, DIRECTOR OF TRADE

REGIONAL REPORTS - I
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This year we sourced a wide selection of wines including the classic First Growths and some 
of the greatest wines from Bordeaux’s Right Bank. Amongst these were some Château Cheval 
Blanc, Château Mouton-Rothschild, and Château Haut-brion, including their very rare and 
sought-after white.

As has been the case for the last few vintages, investment in these wines will be a long-term 
opportunity to enable these magnificent wines to reach their full potential. We plan to offer 
these wines to our investors very soon, with further details to follow.

In the vineyards it’s been a different story, with large parts of the region subject to devastating 
spring frosts which will impact the production levels of the 2021 vintage quite dramatically. 
The Right Bank was worst affected, with Saint-Emilion in particular likely to have lost a large 
majority of their production. Next year’s En Primeur will surely be affected as a result.
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BURGUNDY
Burgundy has been less in the spotlight in recent weeks, although some very exciting parcels of 
DRC and other iconic wines have been acquired. These include some Henri Jayer, Coche Dury, 
and Domaine Armand Rousseau, all legendary estates which should be at the forefront of any 
serious fine wine investment. 

This is particularly important at a time when the region has been badly hit by a succession of 
devastating frosts. These conditions will limit production for this year and the foreseeable fu-
ture, with experts and producers talking about a drop of 60-80% on normal production levels. 
Chardonnay has been hit particularly hard due to its earlier bud formation in the vineyard, 
so we can expect very restricted quantities of white Burgundy from the 2021 vintage, with red 
Burgundy affected to a lesser degree.

The wine team has worked strategically to secure quantities of the 2018 and 2019 vintages 
with this challenging situation in mind. Next year the region will surely face the usual or even 
higher demand met by a significantly-reduced offer from producers. It remains to be seen how 
much pricing will be affected as a result.
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CHAMPAGNE
Champagne has seen a very exciting start of the year for Oeno with a couple of new agencies 
joining our portfolio. In the first quarter we started to trade Boerl & Kroff exclusively in the 
UK, while more recently we started to trade and import exclusively Frerejean Frères Cham-
pagnes. The latter may not be on the same exclusivity level in terms of rarity and price point, 
but the Champagne house is generating a lot of excitement due to its small production and its 
pedigree. Frerejean Freres sponsors the Michelin Guide for top restaurants in the world, often 
being listed in the very best restaurants around the world like Alain Ducasse and Joel Robu-
chon to name but two.

Our other Champagne House Brimoncourt is still doing strongly, with very positive sales in 
the restaurant trade in particular.
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LOIRE VALLEY
The Loire was another region which suffered greatly from the spring frosts this year, even in 
areas rarely if ever affected by frost. Production levels will be hit hard in the 2021 vintage. The 
producers we represent, having already struggled with their sales during the COVID-19 pan-
demic, have been hit further by these exceptional weather conditions.

One reason for optimism in the region is the reopening of the restaurant trade in many coun-
tries including the UK which has helped kick-start the year with decent wine sales. In main-
land Europe the move has been a little slower, with restaurants and outside spaces reopening 
much later. Hopefully the summer season will bring much-needed volume of sales for the near 
future.

CHINA
The Chinese economy seems to have got back on track, with exports and local business thriv-
ing in the first six months of the year. Global trade has been significantly affected, though, by 
a backlog in the country’s major ports which has caused huge delays. This situation is also af-
fecting almost all developed countries and will take some time to return to normality. Oeno 
continues to promote our exclusive partner winery Silver Heights in the UK market, and we 
plan to release some of their exciting new vintages shortly.
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LEBANON
Lebanon has had an extremely difficult few years, and it will take much time and effort to go 
back to normal due to the devastating impact of the country’s financial crisis, the COVID-19 
pandemic, and the huge blast in the Beirut port area. 

Our partner winery Château Belle-Vue has started to release their newest vintage 2012. This 
has already received much praise due to its power and concentration as epitomised by Le 
Chateau 2012 which was showcased at the end of March in our virtual trade tasting, #Oeno-
AtHome.

SOUTH AFRICA
South Africa may currently be the worst-affected country we are importing wine from due to 
the ban on sales of alcohol which is still in place, and which is significantly affecting the pro-
ducers who rely on the local market. Only those who are exporting massively manage to make 
ends meet. One of our exclusive partners, the boutique winery Prime Spot, has made great 
headway in the UK on-trade so hopefully its owner Francois Van Zyl can carry on doing what 
he does best despite these troubled times. Our other partner winery, Graceland, is faring much 
better due to its extensive exportation of wines, with a very limited quantity of wine tradition-
ally sold in South Africa.
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ITALY
In Italy as well as the rest of Europe the vaccination programme continues to gain ground with 
almost 40% of the population now fully-vaccinated. Bars and restaurants in the country are 
operating almost as “normal”, boosting the national wine trade which has suffered during the 
COVID-19 crisis.

ITALY  >  DANIEL CARNIO,  HEAD OF ITALY

REGIONAL REPORTS - II
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From an investor’s perspective, the most exciting regions continue to be Piedmont, Veneto and 
Tuscany, while Campania and Sicily are of great interest to our many trade clients in London 
and throughout the U.K.  

This quarter we have been able to secure some special gems from very famous producers. 
From Piedmont we have Giacomo Conterno, Giuseppe Rinaldi, and Bartolo Mascarello, while 
in Veneto we are working very well with the top two wines of Zyme - Harlequin and the no-
torious Amarone Riserva ‘La Mattonara’. In Tuscany we have begun a fruitful collaboration 
with the great Montevertine as well as sourcing some amazing parcels of Gianfranco Soldera, 
Argiano and Tenuta di Fiorano to mention just a few.
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SPAIN
Spring arrived at last, accompanied by an explosion of activity. All the energy accumulated 
during winter thanks to the stringent restrictions imposed by COVID-19 has exploded in the 
last few months, filling our schedules with opportunities to gather again in person at some 
exceptional events.

One of those unique happenings was Madrid Fusión, Spain’s most important gastronomy con-
ference which brings together many of the world’s top chefs. This year Madrid Fusión debuted 
their Wine Edition which was curated by a committee of both national and international wine 
experts. I was delighted to be invited to participate in the committee alongside Ferran Cen-
telles (writer for Spain for Jancis Robinson’s Purple Pages), Pedro Ballesteros MW, Andreas 
Kubach MW, and Norrel Robertson MW.

SPAIN  >  ALMUDENA ALBERCA MW, OENO BRAND AMBASSADOR FOR SPAIN

REGIONAL REPORTS - III
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The conference covered many trending topics in the wine world, with many key Spanish wine-
makers such as Pablo Alvarez of Vega Sicilia, Peter Sisseck of Pingus, Alvaro Palacios and Ma-
ria Jose Lopez de Heredia of Viña Tondonia sharing their words of wisdom on stage.
One of the most interesting topics discussed at the conference, according to the respected 
journalist Amaya Cervera of Spanish Wine Lover, was the roundtable discussion on fine wine 
and wine investment. This fascinating discussion featured Oeno’s co-founder, Daniel Carnio, 
as well as Francois Passaga, an expert on La Place de Bordeaux, Jochen de Vylder who special-
ises in wine auctions, and myself as moderator.

In the first part of the discussion Daniel Carnio explained to attendees the key factors that 
drive the fine wine business. In the second part of the chat he focused on analysing the Spanish 
wine market, and highlighting the great quality of our national wines. All of the participants 
agreed on the great potential of Spain, and expressed hope that with more confidence, pride 
and trust Spain would be able to break through and achieve even greater success on the global 
fine wine market. 
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FINE WINE REPORT Q2 2021

Another historic moment was the official presentation of Oeno in Madrid with an exclusive 
tasting for many of Spain’s top wine writers in the stunning garden of the Hotel Santo Mauro. 
Outstanding wines tasted included a 3-litre bottle of Le Pergole Torte 2016, Penfolds Grange 
Bin 95 2008, and the incredible Champagne Boerl and Kroff. 

During dinner guests were also invited to try some exceptional Spanish wines including an 
incredible white Rioja from Bodegas Palacio, the 2016 vintage Cosme 1894, and magnificent 
reds from Bertrand Sourdais’s Dominio de Es project in Ribera del Duero. 

Spring has also been a very active season for nature in Spain. The frosts that have French wine-
makers sleepless nights earlier in the year have fortunately not affected Spain, except for very 
slightly in the highest altitude wine regions during March and April. 
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In May, however, we had more than two weeks of fierce storms with hail on many occasions 
across the Iberian Peninsula. In Ribera del Duero alone more than 2000 hectares of vines have 
been impacted with many producers in the area affected to some degree. There are areas where 
more than 90 litres of water per square metre fell in less than a week, an extremely high figure 
which in some cases is more than 25% of the average annual precipitation. These strong rains 
have created greater risk of disease development and producers will have to step up the inten-
sity of their vineyard care. 

To end with a piece of good news, the vaccination programme in Spain is advancing rapidly 
with 52.7% of the population now fully vaccinated. We expect this to increase to 70% of the 
population in the next two months. It seems that by the last quarter of 2021 we may finally 
be able to return to a “certain” normality, and enjoy a carefree glass of wine with all our loved 
ones.
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Interested in finding out how 
you could profit from wine investment? 

Get in touch with us at info@oenofuture.com 
to speak with one of our wine experts.


